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Although Modern industrial society makes people's lives convenient and 
comfortable, the outbreak of mass torts are increasing. The effects range of 
mass torts is far-reaching and there are many victims. But the foundation of tort 
law is personal responsibility, it only “transfer” loss from victim to 
infringer .The infringer can’t endure the huge burden of compensation. So the 
victims can not be relieved, it makes the purpose of Tort Liability Act to protect 
the interests of the victim can only stay in the literal sense, and shaken the 
people's legal faith, damage the majesty of the law. Therefore, the complexity 
of compensation for damage in mass torts, brings the enormous challenge to the 
traditional tort compensation for damage. In order to realize the purpose of full 
relief for victim, we need to broaden the relief way for victim, so socialization 
of compensation for damage in mass tort formed. 
Besides the preface and conclusion, this dissertation is divided into three 
parts as follows: 
Chapter one is the limitations of private way relief of damage 
compensation in mass torts. This article is to start from the legal and social 
properties of mass torts and defined the concept of mass torts. As far as the 
legal property, mass torts must first is infringement. Large-scale human 
casualties caused by earthquakes and other natural disasters, Can not be 
identified as mass torts; As far as its social attributes, mass torts shall result in 
the damage of social and public interests, The article refers to the social and 
public interests is understood in the broadest sense, Referring to the widespread 
public interest than private interests. In addition, the chapter also discussed the 
limitations of the private law relief of compensation for damage in mass tort 
makes the formation of socialization of compensation for damage in mass tort s. 















in mass torts and legislation practice in foreign. This chapter discussed the main 
relief way of socialization compensation for damage in mass torts, that include 
liability insurance, social security and funds, and it also introduced the 
legislation practice in foreign. 
Chapter three is the construction of in our country. According to the 
government often become compensation subject in mass torts, the author 
suggested we need to establish socialization compensation for damage in mass 
torts. We need to broaden the relief way to realize the purpose of relief for 
victim by the establishment of liability insurance, social security and funds. 
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